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H8 Allengheny 2-6-6-6 (1941) Live Steam

The debate as to which is the largest steam locomotive ever built goes on to this day. Its always
been between Union Pacific’s Big Boy and the C&O Allegheny! The figures of weight and size are
bounced around by who ever happens to feel the need! How can a 4-8-8-4 weigh less then a 2-6-66?
The answer may come from the fact that the Allegheny’s boiler is a bit larger then the Big Boy! The
listed figure of weight on the Allegheny is 724,500 lbs however this figure goes as high as 778,000
lbs on engines 1600-1609 for the 1941 Lima built locomotives.
The general published weight on the Big Boy is 772,250 lbs. This debate will continue for years to
come because if it hasn’t been solved in almost 70 years it never will be. That being said the
Allegheny is one handsome and impressive machine! The term super power used by the Lima
Locomotive Works fits this locomotive ,and with 7,498 horsepower as compared to 6,900 for the
Big Boy the race for the biggest and most powerful starts to lean toward the Allegheny. However
the jury is still out on this subject, and its safe to say that both machines were awesome, and that
they will always represent the pinnacle of steam locomotive development in North America.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS
Live Steam
Scale/Gauge: 1:32 / 45 mm
Min. Radius: 10 ft
Construction: Brass & stainless steel
Dimensions: 47.75 in. (1213 mm) x 4.25 in.
(108 mm) x 6.3 in. (160 mm)
Weight: 31 lbs. (14.1 kg)
Code: AL97-411
AL97-413
AL97-415

Butane Gas fired
Four cylinders, D-valve, Baker valve gear,
Double safety valve, Axle water pump,
Hand operated water pump in tender,
Water drain valve, Water level glass, Super heater,
Pressure gauge, Adjustable hydrostatic lubricator,
R/C ready.

Allegheny 2-6-6-6, Early version in 1941 C&O #1601
Allegheny 2-6-6-6 Late version in 1948 C&O #1647
Allegheny 2-6-6-6 Virginian #900
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